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Introduction 

The products in the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance family are based on an innovative, memory-centric 

storage architecture and a symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) operating system (OS) that delivers 

unparalleled NAS performance, efficiency, and value. These systems are co-engineered with Oracle’s 

converged infrastructure stack to accelerate Oracle Database production, development, and test 

environments. They incorporate a hybrid disk storage technology that tailors the usage of data disks, 

log cache solid-state drives (SSDs), and read cache SSDs to the specific needs of the data share. 

Additional features include variable storage record size, data compression, and multiple connectivity 

options. 

In a NAS environment, Oracle Database enhances the traditional NFS client by creating a proprietary 

Direct NFS Client that is better able to utilize the server and network resources. Oracle Intelligent 

Storage Protocol, a feature of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance, couples with Oracle Database 12c 

Release 1 (12.1) to enable the database software to dynamically and automatically set record size and 

cache settings based on the type of database file written. This can greatly simplify the configuration 

process and ease database management. 

Oracle recently released Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software version OS8.7.0, which contains 

feature enhancements applicable to implementing and managing Oracle Database databases hosted 

on storage using NFS protocols. These features add storage and connectivity options, and they 

improve storage compression and configuration monitoring. 

This paper discusses the planning and configuration necessary to deploy the data of Oracle Database 

11g Release 2 and 12c across NFS using Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems. It assumes that 

Oracle Database executables (for example, ORACLE_HOME) are hosted locally on the database server. 

It covers the general best practices of a successful implementation. However, every database 

environment is different and might require additional tuning for optimal performance. The intended 

audience is Oracle Database and storage administrators. 
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New Features in Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Software Release OS8.7.0 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems are full-featured storage solutions based on a hybrid storage model. These 

storage models include data disks, write cache, and read cache devices that are configured to work together for 

optimized performance. Both file systems and LUNs are served using this same technology. Based on ZFS file 

system technology, the storage is able to create data snapshots and present writable clones based on those 

snapshots. Additionally, file systems and LUNs can be replicated to other Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems on 

a continuous basis or at scheduled intervals. 

The new features introduced with software release OS8.7.0 include 

» All-flash storage pools: Prior to software release OS8.7.0, disk pools could comprise either 10 K RPM 

performance disks or 7.2 K RPM capacity disks. Now, a third and higher-performing SSD option is available.  

All-flash pools are particularly well suited for small block, random I/O databases, such as those with online 

transactional processing (OLTP) workloads. 

» Enhanced analytics: Oracle Database databases using the Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol feature can 

specifically monitor Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol workloads at the database level on Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance systems. The analytics drill-down is even able to provide database storage performance for individual 

pluggable databases within container databases. Prior to software release OS8.7.0, the analytics could provide 

only overall Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol workload analytics at the NFSv4 level. 

» LZ4 compression: The LZ4 compression algorithm has been added to share compression options, in addition to 

the existing compression algorithms of LZJB, GZIP-2, GZIP, and GZIP-9. Prior to software release OS8.7.0, the 

compression recommendation for Oracle Database shares was the LZJB algorithm, due to its good compression 

and fast execution. Now, LZ4 compression is the recommendation. It has demonstrated up to 10 percent better 

compression than LZJB, with only a small, additional CPU overhead. 

» 40 gigabit Ethernet: 40 gigabit Ethernet (GbE) has been added to the portfolio of network connectivity options, 

which already includes 1 GbE, 10 GbE, and 32 Gb QDR InfiniBand. 

» Enhanced deduplication: Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems’ deduplication has been enhanced by 

introducing flash metadevices into storage pools. This feature greatly increases the performance and capability of 

larger block size data because it reduces the data footprint on the storage. It is best suited for streaming backup 

workloads and, therefore, is not recommended to be used with primary database storage. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems continue to integrate with familiar Oracle products and features such as 

» Oracle Snap Management Utility for Oracle Database: Automates the creation and management of snapshots 

and clones of Oracle Database databases, empowering database administrators to quickly set up and deploy 

data-protection environments, as well as maintain agile DevOps environments. 

» Oracle Enterprise Manager: Allows the management of databases with less time and effort while providing 

database services faster for on-premises or Oracle Cloud environments. Plan, deliver, and manage Oracle 

Database with the same familiar solution and skillset. 

» The Hybrid Columnar Compression feature of Oracle Database 12c: Provides a method for organizing data 

within a database block by utilizing a combination of both row and columnar methods for storing data. This hybrid 

approach achieves the compression benefits of columnar storage, while avoiding the performance shortfalls of a 

pure columnar format. 

» Oracle Advanced Compression: Provides a comprehensive set of compression capabilities to help improve 

performance and reduce storage costs. It allows organizations to reduce their overall database storage footprint 

by enabling compression for all types of data: relational (table), unstructured (file), index, network, and backup 

data.  
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Choosing Configuration Options 

The key to a successful Oracle Database implementation on an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system is 

understanding the workloads that are expected to run. Data warehouse (DWH), decision-support systems (DSS), 

and online analytical processing (OLAP) workloads are characterized by large, sequential, bandwidth-sensitive, 

parallel operations, while online transactional processing (OLTP) workloads are more sensitive to smaller reads and 

writes and tuning for greater input/output operations per second (IOPs). The versatile Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

file systems can be individually configured for any workload. 

The following sections describe specific Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance features and the best practices in selecting 

them for Oracle Database environments. 

Choosing a Storage Controller 

The latest models of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance include the midrange Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 and the 

enterprise Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4. Both models use the same intelligent storage OS, Hybrid Storage Pool 

technology, and enterprise SAS disk enclosures, but they feature different storage controllers to meet the 

appropriate level of price and performance required for particular workload environments. Table 1 outlines the 

features for clustered, dual-storage-controller configurations. 

TABLE 1: ORACLE ZFS STORAGE APPLIANCE MODEL DETAILS (CLUSTERED, DUAL-STORAGE CONTROLLERS) 

Features Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-2 Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4 

CPU Cores 72 144 

DRAM 768 GB or 1.5 TB 3 TB 

Attached Disk Shelves 1–16 1–48 

Read-Optimized Flash 0–204.8 TB (64 x 3.2 TB) 0–614.4 TB (192 x 3.2 TB) 

Write-Optimized Flash 0–12.8 TB (64 x 200 GB) 0–38.4 TB (192 x 200 GB) 

Storage Capacity 12 TB–3.0 PB 12 TB–9.0 PB 

 

Please refer to oracle.com/storage/nas/index.html for the latest Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance model specifications.  

Please refer to the latest revision of the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Cabling Guide, which can be accessed from 

docs.oracle.com/en/storage/, for storage shelf configuration best practices. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems can be configured with only a single storage controller. However, the best 

practice is to use a dual storage controller cluster. The clustered configuration provides for storage high availability 

in the event that a storage controller encounters a failover condition. In the event of a failure, all of the configured 

resources are transferred to the unaffected storage controller and services are uninterrupted. A software upgrade 

requires a system reboot, which triggers a failover condition. In a single storage controller configuration, storage 

downtime is required for a software upgrade due to the system reboot. With a clustered configuration, the software 

is upgraded on one storage controller at a time, which allows for continuous operation during the upgrade process. 

The clustered storage controllers can be configured either as an active-active or active-passive pair. The  

active-active configuration is considered a best practice because resources are split between the two storage 

controllers, thereby using the maximum processing power of each controller for the workloads. Select an  

active-passive configuration to best serve a single, large storage pool. 

 

https://www.oracle.com/storage/nas/index.html
http://docs.oracle.com/en/storage/
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Choose the specific model of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system based on the number and type of workloads 

that are planned to be hosted. Larger dynamic random access memory (DRAM) configurations should be selected 

for OLTP workloads, because they provide the fastest response times for frequently accessed data. Less DRAM is 

needed for DWH, DSS, and OLAP workloads. However, also consider the number of databases being hosted, 

because each database will be sharing the available resources. Contact your Oracle sales representative to properly 

select the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance model that is best suited for your workloads. 

Choosing Disk Shelves 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems offer three options for disk shelves, each providing differing disk sizes and 

performance. They target capacity storage, performance hard disk drive (HDD) storage, or performance SSD 

storage, which is the highest type of performance. The three disk shelf models and their characteristics are provided 

in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: ORACLE ZFS STORAGE APPLIANCE DISK SHELF MODELS 

Disk Shelf Model Disk Type Disk Size RPM Disks Rack Units 

Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure 

DE3-24P (all-flash version) 

SSD 800 GB or 3.2 TB N/A 20 or 24 2 

Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure 

DE3-24P 

HDD 600 GB or 1.2 TB 10 K 20 or 24 2 

Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure 

DE3-24C 

HDD 8 TB 7.2 K 20 or 24 4 

 

The Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure DE3-24P All-Flash disk shelf is newly introduced with software release 

OS8.7.0. It is the highest performing disk shelf and is best suited for demanding, small database block OLTP 

workloads. The Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure DE3-24P disk shelf provides high performance at a lower cost point 

than the SSD shelf. It is well positioned for OLTP or mixed workload environments. The Oracle Storage Drive 

Enclosure DE3-24C disk shelf provides the highest capacity disk storage, but at a slightly lower performance point. It 

is best suited for large block databases, strict DWH, DSS, or OLAP workloads or backups done using the Oracle 

Recovery Manager (Oracle RMAN) feature of Oracle Database.  

Each storage pool configured on an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system must comprise the same disk type: all 

SSDs, all 10 K RPM disks, or all 7.2 K RPM disks. However, the storage controllers can host multiple storage pools. 

Thus, an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system can be configured with all three disk shelf types. A high-priority 

OLTP database could be run on an SSD pool, a lower-priority OLTP workload database could be run on a 10 K 

RPM disk pool, and an OLAP workload database could be configured on a 7.2 K RPM disk pool, all hosted from the 

same Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance cluster. Contact your Oracle sales representative to properly select the storage 

configuration that is best suited for your database performance needs. 

Choosing Cache Devices 

Each disk shelf can be configured with either 20 or 24 data disks. When 20 data disks are selected, the remaining 4 

disk shelf slots can be configured with either write-optimized flash or read-optimized flash devices. 

The write-optimized flash device is best suited for smaller-block, random workloads because they benefit from a 

faster write response time. When configured within a storage pool, each file system can control whether to use the 

cache by setting the “Synchronous write bias” property. The cache is used when the property is set to “Latency,” and 

it is not used when it is set to “Throughput.” Disabling the cache is best suited for anticipated workloads that perform 

large, sequential writes, such as backup or archive workloads.  
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The write-optimized flash device is recommended for file systems for OLTP workload data files, redo log files, and 

temporary files. Write-optimized flash devices can be configured with either striped or mirrored log profiles. A 

mirrored log profile provides the highest level of fault tolerance in the event that a log device fails. However, a striped 

profile also provides a level of fault tolerance due to data that is stored in DRAM. The unlikely event of both a 

storage controller failure and a write log failure would have to occur simultaneously to incur data loss.  

Read-optimized flash devices are needed when the DRAM (also known as the Adaptive Replacement Cache [ARC]) 

of the storage controller is not enough to support the size of often-used, unchanging data requested by workloads. 

This added flash device becomes the Level 2 cache of the ARC (L2ARC). When configured within a storage pool, 

the file system can control whether to use the read cache by setting the “Cache device usage” property. It is fully 

enabled when the property is set to “All data and metadata,” and it is fully disabled when the property is set to “Do 

not use cache devices.” A third property setting of “Metadata only” is also available, but it is not used in the context 

of database storage. OLTP workload environments benefit from read-optimized cache devices only if the DRAM of 

the storage controller is exhausted; otherwise, they add no benefit. Adding the devices to traditional DWH, DSS, or 

OLAP workload environments will not improve performance. It is recommended that disk shelf slots be left available 

for the possible addition of read-optimized flash devices in the future, once the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

DTrace Analytics feature confirms that the DRAM is not sufficient. With software release OS8.6.0 and later, both 

read- and write-optimized flash devices can be added to and removed from a storage pool after the pool is 

configured and in service. 

Choosing a Storage Profile 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems provide the ability to select a pool storage profile. It is recommended that 

database environments use the mirrored storage profile because it provides the best balance between data 

protection and performance. It is also best suited for a mixed-use environment that includes snapshots and clones. 

However, individual cases might dictate that a different profile should be used. Regardless of the profile, the No 

Single Point of Failure (NSPF) profile option should be used to ensure that if a single disk shelf were to lose power, 

the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system would be able to continue operation and serving data. At least two disk 

shelves of the same disk type are required to configure disk pools with the NSPF profile. 

Mirrored 

The mirrored storage profile is a frequently recommended profile due to its strong redundancy and robust 

performance, particularly for read operations (compared with the other profiles). Because it generates twice as many 

virtual devices (vdevs) as a single-parity implementation, a mirrored storage pool is capable of managing 

significantly more IOPS. This gives it the flexibility to perform well with both large sequential I/O operations, as well 

as workloads that generate small random I/O operations. The mirrored profile is strongly recommended for OLTP 

workloads, incrementally updated Oracle RMAN workloads, or mixed-use environments. 

Triple Mirrored 

The triple-mirrored storage profile provides an even higher level of protection than the mirrored profile, but overall 

performance is slower than with the mirrored profile. It generates 50 percent more write operations to disk and 

presents 50 percent fewer vdevs, compared to the mirrored profile. Thus, the triple-mirrored profile negatively 

impacts both the write and read performance of the storage pool. 
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Single Parity 

The single-parity storage profile implements a narrow 3 + 1 stripe width, and it utilizes powerful ZFS features to 

provide exceptional performance with large streaming I/O operations, but it also provides enough flexibility to 

manage some random or smaller I/O workloads. It presents fewer vdevs than the mirrored profile, so read 

performance and random write I/O performance is slower, but it should be considered for DWH, DSS, and OLAP 

workloads. Because the extended resilvering duration of 8 TB disks in Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure DE3-24C can 

expose disk group protection, it is recommended to use the single-parity profile with Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure 

DE3-24P or Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure DE3-24P All-Flash. 

Double Parity 

The double-parity storage profile provides the best usable capacity, and it performs almost as well as single parity 

on large streaming I/O workloads, which it accomplishes by utilizing a wide stripe width. The width varies at the time 

of storage pool creation, depending on the number of disks in the configuration, but it ranges up to 14 disks. As a 

result, the number of vdevs in a double-parity storage pool is far fewer than with mirrored or single parity, and the 

ability to handle IOPS-intensive workloads is severely diminished. The double-parity profile should be considered 

only for configurations where the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system will be solely used for DWH, DSS, or OLAP 

workloads or traditional Oracle RMAN backup workloads, where no random or smaller I/O workloads will be 

executed. 

Planning Storage Pools 

There are three general pool categories that are relevant for database configurations: 

» DATA: Contains the database data files, undo tables, temporary files, and archive logs 

» RECO: Contains the redo logs and control files (REdoCOntrol) 

» BACKUP: Contains the Oracle RMAN backup files 

It is an Oracle Database best practice to keep RECO pools on separate physical disks from DATA pools in the event 

of a hardware failure. RECO pools should always be defined with a mirrored storage profile, and they must also be 

on disk devices that are at least as fast as the DATA pool. Additionally, it is an Oracle Database best practice to 

multiplex redo logs. Thus, the recommended configuration is four pools, with two pools normally hosted by storage 

controller 1 (DATA1 and RECO1) and two pools normally hosted by storage controller 2 (DATA2 and RECO2). The 

storage should be configured with approximately 20 percent to 25 percent allocated to RECO pools, and the 

remainder configured to DATA pools. 

If only one large database is hosted on an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system, the database data files, 

temporary files, and archive log files should be split between the two DATA pools, and the database control files and 

redo logs should be multiplexed to the two RECO pools. Because it is more likely that multiple databases would be 

hosted from an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system, each database could be contained on one or the other DATA 

pool. A single, higher-priority database could be hosted on DATA1, and the remaining databases could be hosted on 

DATA2. Regardless, each database would multiplex its redo logs and control files to both RECO pools. 

In development and test environments (Dev/Test), it might not be necessary to follow the best practices described 

above. Dev/Test configurations might not need the added redundancy of multiplexed redo logs or storage separate 

from the DATA pool. The recommendations are intended for running production-level databases. 

The overall best practice for database backups is to physically store them away from your primary data due to the 

possibility of catastrophic failure. However, if it is decided that backups need to be collocated, a separate BACKUP 

pool should be considered. In this case, rather than having two DATA pools, only one DATA pool could be 

configured and hosted from storage controller 1, and a separate BACKUP pool could be configured and hosted from 

storage controller 2. The two RECO pools would remain the same.  
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The aforementioned configurations assume that only database workloads are performed. The final configuration is 

dependent on the overall use of the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system. Contact your Oracle sales 

representative for a configuration that is tailored to your environment needs. 

Choosing a Network Option 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems support 10 GbE, QDR InfiniBand (IB), and—newly introduced with software 

release OS8.7.0—40 GbE. 10 GbE and 40 GbE use standard network switches. IB requires specialized, high-speed 

switches that Oracle provides. Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems support these technologies as dual-port 

HBAs. It is recommended that these HBAs are installed as pairs in each storage controller. The networking ports 

should be configured into IP network multipathing (IPMP) groups, where one port from each HBA in the storage 

controller is included in the IPMP group. This provides for continuous operation in the event that one of the HBAs is 

taken out of service. Refer to “Appendix A—Configuring IPMP Groups” for detailed instructions on configuring the 

IPMP groups. 

The recommended network topology is highly dependent on the overall database workloads. In an OLTP 

workload/high IOPS environment, 10 GbE performs very well, because the network bandwidth would not be fully 

utilized. However, if the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system will be part of a large environment (for example, if 

there are more than four Oracle Real Application Clusters [Oracle RAC] nodes in the cluster or if multiple Oracle 

RAC clusters are configured), it can be advantageous to configure the Oracle RAC servers with 10 GbE and the 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system with 40 GbE. DWH, DSS, and OLAP workload environments benefit from 

both the 40 GbE and IB connectivity environments, because the larger database block sizes of these workloads 

benefit from the higher bandwidth. Jumbo frames should be used for both 10 GbE and 40 GbE interfaces and 

switches. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software release OS8.7.0 increases the allowable number of NFS server threads 

from a maximum of 1,000 to 3,000. The best practice for Oracle Database is to configure the threads to the 

maximum amount allowed. This is set by navigating to the BUI -> Configuration -> Services -> NFS properties page, 

setting the "Maximum # of server threads” to 3,000, and clicking APPLY. 

Oracle Direct NFS Client and Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol 

To maximize performance, both Oracle Database 11g Release 2 and Oracle Database 12c configure Oracle 

Database’s proprietary Direct NFS Client on each of the database servers. Direct NFS Client is an optimized NFS 

client implementation that allocates individual TCP connections for each database process, it and reduces CPU and 

memory overhead by bypassing the OS and writing buffers directly to user space. This architecture greatly 

increases workload performance and better utilizes the bandwidth of the faster network interfaces. 

Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol works exclusively in tandem with Oracle Database 12c and Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance systems to simplify the storage configuration process. This protocol provides the storage with additional 

information that adjusts the storage record size and indicates whether to use synchronized write bias. This protocol 

is particularly helpful when the actual workload is varied or not well understood. It has been demonstrated to be best 

suited for small record block, OLTP-type workloads. It is less effective in strict DWH, DSS, and OLAP workloads, 

which use larger database record block sizes. Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol is configured in conjunction with 

Direct NFS Client. 

It is recommended to use Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol in Oracle Database 12c OLTP workload and  

mixed-database workload environments, especially when using Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure DE3-24P All-Flash 

disk shelves. The superior performance of all-flash pools combined with the small record block I/O operations of the 

workload makes it a perfect fit. Direct NFS Client should be used for the remaining environments. 
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Configuring Oracle Database File Systems 

All file systems configured on an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system must belong to a project. Whereas all file 

systems can simply be created within the “default” system project, it is recommended that projects be used to 

compartmentalize similar types of file systems. For example, each project can contain all the file systems associated 

with a single database or, perhaps, all the databases of a particular department. Projects help organize the data and 

are also useful for monitoring the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance DTrace Analytics feature. Many of the analytics 

categories can be filtered to the project level. 

The following sections provide file system–setting information based on the type of database and expected 

workload. Only the file systems that would be defined in the DATA and RECO pools are covered in the next 

sections. File system configuration for the BACKUP pool is outside the scope of this paper, but information can be 

found in the Oracle RMAN Backup and Restore white paper link provided in the “References” section. 

Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol Database File Systems 

Only three file systems are needed for Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol databases: DATAFS, REDOFS, and 

ARCHIVEFS. Because the protocol automatically sends block sizes to an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system 

based on file type, no customized settings are needed for record size or synchronous write bias. There are, 

however, some recommended compression and cache device usage guidelines according to the file system type, as 

shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3: ORACLE INTELLIGENT STORAGE PROTOCOL DATABASE SHARE SETTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

File 

System  
Pool 

Data 

Compression 

Cache Device 

Usage 

Synchronous 

Write Bias 

Database 

Record Size 

DATAFS DATA LZ4 All data and metadata 

devices 

Default Default 

ARCHIVEFS DATA LZ4 Do not use cache 

devices 

Default Default 

RECOFS RECO Off All data and metadata 

devices 

Default Default 

 

The DATAFS file systems include all data files and temporary files, ARCHIVEFS file systems store the archive logs, 

and RECO file systems store the redo logs and the control files. Even though both DATAFS and ARCHIVEFS file 

systems are on the same pool (DATA), the ARCHIVE file systems are separated from the DATA file systems 

because they do not benefit from the use of read-optimized flash. 

Direct NFS Client OLTP Database File Systems 

Because Direct NFS Client by itself is not able to adjust the block size and synchronous write bias as Oracle 

Intelligent Storage Protocol can, each file type file system needs to be tuned individually. The recommended file 

system type characteristics for OLTP databases using Direct NFS Client are provided in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4: OLTP DATABASE DIRECT NFS CLIENT FILE SYSTEM SETTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

File 

System 
Pool 

Data 

Compression 

Cache Device 

Usage 

Synchronous 

Write Bias 

Database 

Record Size 

DATAFS DATA LZ4 All data and metadata 

devices 

Latency 32 K 

TEMPFS DATA Off Do not use cache devices Latency 128 K 

ARCHIVEFS DATA LZ4 Do not use cache devices Throughput 1 M 

REDOFS RECO Off All data and metadata 

devices 

Latency 128 K 

CTRLFS RECO Off All data and metadata 

devices 

Latency 8 K 

 

The DATAFS, TEMPFS, and ARCHIVEFS file systems all reside on the DATA pool. The TEMPFS file system 

contains the temporary files, which benefit from the larger file system database record size and disabled data 

compression. The RECO pool splits out the control file file systems (CTRLFS) and the redo log file systems 

(REDOFS) due to the difference in database record size on the appliance.  

Direct NFS Client DWH, DSS, and OLAP Database File Systems 

Pure DWH, DSS, and OLAP databases should also use a file system structure similar to OLTP databases. The 

primary difference between the two is the database record size and synchronous write bias of the DATAFS file 

system. These databases tend to use larger database block sizes and, therefore, have a performance benefit similar 

to streaming data. The recommended file system type characteristics for larger database block DWH, DSS, and 

OLAP database workloads are provided in Table 5. 

TABLE 5: DWH, DSS, AND OLAP DIRECT NFS CLIENT DATABASE FILE SYSTEM SETTING RECOMMENDATIONS 

File 

System 
Pool 

Data 

Compression 

Cache Device 

Usage 

Synchronous 

Write Bias 

Database 

Record Size 

DATAFS DATA LZ4 Do not use cache devices Throughput 128 K 

TEMPFS DATA Off Do not use cache devices Latency 128 K 

ARCHIVEFS DATA LZ4 Do not use cache devices Throughput 1 M 

REDOFS RECO Off Do not use cache devices Latency 128 K 

CTRLFS RECO Off Do not use cache devices Latency 8 K 
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Configuring Oracle Database Servers 

The following sections provide the NFS-mount configuration and system-specific configuration best practices for 

Oracle Linux 5, Oracle Linux 6, and Oracle Solaris 11 environments. 

Configuring Oracle Linux Environments 

To use NFSv3, services and locking protocols must be enabled according to the version of Linux used. 

For Oracle Linux 5 systems, the following commands should be run on each database server to enable portmap, 

nfslock, and nfs services: 

   root# chkconfig portmap on 

   root# service portmap start 

   root# chkconfig nfslock on 

   root# service nfslock start 

   root# chkconfig nfs on 

   root# service nfs start 

For Oracle Linux 6 systems, the following commands should be run on each database server to allow read access 

of hosts.allow and hosts.deny files and to enable rpcbind, nfslock, and nfs services: 

   root# chmod 644 /etc/hosts.allow 

   root# chmod 644 /etc/hosts.deny 

   root# chkconfig rpcbind on 

   root# service rpcbind start 

   root# chkconfig nfslock on 

   root# service nfslock start 

   root# chkconfig nfs on 

   root# service nfs start 

The newly created file systems must also be NFS-mounted to all of the database servers. The /etc/fstab file 

should be updated to include the new file systems, but it needs to be associated with only one of the IP addresses in 

the IPMP groups created on each storage controller. (The oranfstab file will be used later to map all IPMP 

addresses to the file system.) Create local directories to associate with each file system. Create the mount entries 

with the following mount options: 

   rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,tcp,actimeo=0,vers=3,timeo=600 

Direct NFS Client and Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol override these mount options during operation. However, if 

either does not activate during database startup, these mount options will maintain file system consistency. 

Verify that each file system has oracle user and group ownership and a modifier of 775. 
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Configuring Oracle Solaris 11 Environments 

Add the following entries to the /etc/system file of each database server: 

   set rpcmod:clnt_max_conns = 8 

   set nfs:nfs3_bsize=1048576 

   set nfs:nfs4_bsize=1048576 

Reboot the server for the changes to take effect. 

The settings for tcp need to be modified to enable the best performance. The following command provides current 

settings for max_buf, send_buf, and recv_buf. The correct current settings are shown. 

   root# ipadm show-prop -p max_buf,send_buf,recv_buf tcp 

   PROTO PROPERTY    PERM CURRENT    PERSISTENT   DEFAULT      POSSIBLE 

   tcp   max_buf     rw   2091752    --           1048576      1048576-1073741824 

   tcp   send_buf    rw   1048576    --           49152        4096-2091752 

   tcp   recv_buf    rw   1048576    --           128000       2048-2091752 

   root# 

If the settings do not match what was shown above, the following commands can be used to make the changes: 

   root# ipadm set-prop -p max_buf=2097152 tcp 

   root# ipadm set-prop -p send_buf=1048576 tcp 

   root# ipadm set-prop -p recv_buf=1048576 tcp 

These tcp settings must be changed on each database server that will be connected to Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance file systems. 

The nfs client must be running in order to mount NFS file systems at reboots. The nfs client can be started with 

the following command: 

   root# svcadm –v enable –r network/nfs/client 

The newly created file systems must also be NFS-mounted to all of the database servers. The /etc/vfstab file 

should be updated to include the new file systems, but it needs to be associated with one only of the IP addresses in 

the IPMP groups created on each storage controller. Create local directories to associate with each file system. 

Create the mount entries with the following mount options: 

   rw,bg,hard,nointr,rsize=1048576,wsize=1048576,proto=tcp,vers=3,noac,forcedirectio 

Direct NFS Client and Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol override these mount options during operation. However, if 

either does not activate during database startup, these mount options will maintain file system consistency. 

Verify that each file system has oracle user and group ownership and a modifier of 775. 
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Oracle Database Configuration 

The databases and database homes need to be modified accordingly to enable and utilize Direct NFS Client. Oracle 

Intelligent Storage Protocol is dependent on the correct configuration of oranfstab , which resides in either the 

individual database home directories or the global /etc/oranfstab file. If the global configuration file is used, all 

databases on the database server use Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol when connecting to the target Oracle ZFS 

Storage Appliance system. If both Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol and non-Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol 

databases are hosted on the same database server connected to the same Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system, 

they must be configured from different ORACLE_HOME directories. dbhome_1, for example, would have an 

oranfstab file that configures Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol on the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system, 

and dbhome_2 would have one that simply configures Direct NFS Client.  

The following sections provide the steps for proper Direct NFS Client and Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol 

configuration. 

Enabling Direct NFS Client 

Oracle Database 12c has Direct NFS Client enabled by default. Oracle Database 11g Release 2, however, has it 

disabled by default. To enable Direct NFS Client, execute the following command as the oracle user on each 

database server: 

   oracle# make –f $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/lib/ins_rdbms.mk dnfs_on 

Each database instance running from this $ORACLE_HOME needs to be restarted before Direct NFS Client is 

activated for that database. 

Direct NFS Client operation can be confirmed in the database by reviewing the specific database alert log for an 

Oracle Data Mining message after database startup. (Oracle Data Mining is a feature of Oracle Advanced 

Analytics.) The message will be similar to the one below: 

   Oracle instance running with ODM: Oracle Direct NFS ODM Library Version 3.0 

Additionally, Direct NFS Client activity can be confirmed with the following SQL query: 

   SQL> select * from v$dnfs_servers 

Configuring the oranfstab File 

The oranfstab file provides the resource mapping between database server local IP addresses, storage controller 

IP addresses, and NFS mount points. It enables Direct NFS Client to perform load balancing across the defined 

interfaces, which greatly reduces potential system bottlenecks such as network interface bandwidth and TCP/IP 

buffering. 

In the oranfstab file, the following specific keywords are used within the definitions: 

» server: Arbitrary name for the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance storage controller connection. 

» local: Local database server IP address to be defined. 

» path: Storage controller IP address to map.  

» export: NFS file system mount point on the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance storage controller (same as 

fstab/vfstab). 

» mount: Database server local file system mount point (same as fstab/vfstab). 

» nfs_version: Only needed when specifying nfsv4 and enabling Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol. The 

default is nfsv3. 
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The oranfstab file is found and created in the $ORACLE_HOME/dbs or /etc directories, and it must be 

configured on each database server (matching the local IP addresses of each database server). 

An example basic oranfstab file is provided below: 

   server: storage-controller-1 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.100 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.101 

   export: /export/devdb/data1  mount: /devdb/data1 

   export: /export/devdb/temp1  mount: /devdb/temp1 

   export: /export/devdb/arch1  mount: /devdb/arch1 

   export: /export/devdb/redo1  mount: /devdb/redo1 

   export: /export/devdb/ctrl1  mount: /devdb/ctrl1 

   server: storage-controller-2 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.102 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.103 

   export: /export/devdb/data2  mount: /devdb/data2 

   export: /export/devdb/temp2  mount: /devdb/temp2 

   export: /export/devdb/arch2  mount: /devdb/arch2 

   export: /export/devdb/redo2  mount: /devdb/redo2 

   export: /export/devdb/ctrl2  mount: /devdb/ctrl2 

In this example, the database server (IP address 192.168.40.1) defines a path to the first storage controller’s two 

IPMP addresses of 192.168.40.100 and 192.168.40.101, and it defines a second path from its IP address to the 

second storage controller’s two IPMP addresses of 192.168.40.102 and 192.168.40.103. Similar to what would be in 

the operating system's mount file (vfstab or fstab), the file systems exported from the storage controllers are 

referenced locally from the /devdb directory. Because there is no nfs_version definition, the default version of 

NFSv3 is used, and Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol cannot be enabled.  

This next example provides a more complex configuration that includes two active interfaces from the database 

server and four active interfaces per storage controller, and it adds the NFSv4 protocol definition, which in and of 

itself enables Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol: 

   server: storage-controller-1 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.100 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.101 

   local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.102 

   local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.103 

   nfs_version: nfsv4 

   export: /export/devdb/data1  mount: /devdb/data1 
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   export: /export/devdb/arch1  mount: /devdb/arch1 

   export: /export/devdb/reco1  mount: /devdb/reco1 

   server: storage-controller-2 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.104 

   local: 192.168.40.1  path: 192.168.40.105 

   local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.106 

   local: 192.168.40.2  path: 192.168.40.107 

   nfs_version: nfsv4 

   export: /export/devdb/data2  mount: /devdb/data2 

   export: /export/devdb/arch2  mount: /devdb/arch2 

   export: /export/devdb/redo2  mount: /devdb/redo2 

Refer to Oracle Database documentation for additional oranfstab information. 

Enabling and Verifying OISP 

In order for Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol to start up, Direct NFS Client must be enabled, the oranfstab file 

must be configured (including the nfs_version: nfsv4 declaration), and the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 

system must respond to the proper SNMP query. Use the following procedure to enable and verify Oracle Intelligent 

Storage Protocol. 

1. Verify that the SNMP service is configured by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> Services -> SNMP. A 

correctly configured service is displayed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Example SNMP configuration 

2. As the oracle user from the database servers, verify that the servers can detect both storage controllers 

of the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system via SNMP using the following command: 

snmpget -v1 -c public <storage-controller-ip> 1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.225.1.4.2.0 
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The response output should be similar to the following: 

   $ snmpget -v1 -c public 192.168.40.100 1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.225.1.4.2.0 

   SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.42.2.225.1.4.2.0 = STRING: "Sun ZFS Storage <Model>" 

   $ snmpget -v1 -c public 192.168.40.104 1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.225.1.4.2.0 

   SNMPv2-SMI::enterprises.42.2.225.1.4.2.0 = STRING: "Sun ZFS Storage <Model>" 

3. Start or restart the database. 

4. Navigate to the database’s trace directory, typically $ORACLE_BASE/diag/rdbms/<database>/trace. 

5. Execute the following egrep search to inspect the results: 

   $ egrep -i 'Sun ZFS|Direct NFS' alert_*.log 

   Oracle instance running with ODM: Oracle Direct NFS ODM Library Version 4.0 

   Found NAS server Sun ZFS Storage <Model> 

   Direct NFS: channel id [0] path [192.168.40.100] to filer [storage-controller-1] 

   via local [192.168.40.1] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [1] path [192.168.40.101] to filer [storage-controller-1] 

   via local [192.168.40.1] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [2] path [192.168.40.102] to filer [storage-controller-1] 

   via local [192.168.40.2] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [3] path [192.168.40.103] to filer [storage-controller-1] 

   via local [192.168.40.2] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [0] path [192.168.40.104] to filer [storage-controller-2] 

   via local [192.168.40.1] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [1] path [192.168.40.105] to filer [storage-controller-2] 

   via local [192.168.40.1] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [2] path [192.168.40.106] to filer [storage-controller-2] 

   via local [192.168.40.2] is UP 

   Direct NFS: channel id [3] path [192.168.40.107] to filer [storage-controller-2] 

   via local [192.168.40.2] is UP 

   Direct NFS: mount complete dir /export/devdb/data1 on storage-controller-1 nfsport 

   2049 using NFS version 4 

   Direct NFS: mount complete dir /export/devdb/temp1 on storage-controller-1 nfsport 

   2049 using NFS version 4 

   Direct NFS: mount complete dir /export/devdb/reco1 on storage-controller-1 nfsport 

   2049 using NFS version 4 

   Direct NFS: mount complete dir /export/devdb/data2 on storage-controller-2 nfsport 

   2049 using NFS version 4 

   Direct NFS: mount complete dir /export/devdb/temp2 on storage-controller-2 nfsport 

   2049 using NFS version 4 
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   Direct NFS: mount complete dir /export/devdb/reco2 on storage-controller-2 nfsport 

   2049 using NFS version 4 

The first two lines in the previous output confirm that Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol is configured. The “Found 

NAS server” item indicates that the Oracle Database SNMP module has detected the Oracle ZFS Storage 

Appliance system. The “Oracle instance running with ODM” item indicates that Direct NFS Client has been activated 

using NFSv4. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance DTrace Analytics for Oracle Database 

The reports supplied by the Automatic Workload Repository feature of Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c provide 

critical information regarding the performance of the Oracle Database servers, but they do not provide the details of 

the underlying storage performance. The Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance systems’ DTrace Analytics feature removes 

that mystery. The analytics provide real-time analysis and monitoring functionality, enabling unparalleled fine-

grained visibility into disk, controller CPU, networking, cache, and other statistics. It does this in a way that uniquely 

ties client network interface activity back to the disks with everything in between. This granular visibility supports 

rapid identification and resolution of bottlenecks for superior system performance tuning and troubleshooting. 

The general categories of DTrace Analytics are provided in Figure 2. 

  

Figure 2. DTrace Analytics option menu 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance software release OS8.7.0 has enhanced these analytics by including support specific 

to Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol. Now, Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol–specific bytes and operations can be 

monitored. The analytics go beyond simple Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol interactions; they also provide details 

about pluggable databases that reside inside container databases. 
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NOTE: Oracle Database 12c patch 19630940 is required to enable these Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol 

analytics.  

NOTE for only Oracle Solaris environments on Oracle’s SPARC servers:  A fix for bug 20365375 is also 

required, which is compiled for the running Oracle Database 12c patch level. 

Figure 3 provides an example of DTrace Analytics on Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol and pluggable databases. 

  

Figure 3. Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol DTrace Analytics example 

In the example, the container database is “test”, which has pluggable databases TDB1, TDB2, and TDB4. 

Figure 3 shows the following analytics: 

» Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol operations per second broken down by database name 

» Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol operations per second for dbname “test:TDB2” broken down by database file 

type 

» Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol bytes per second broken down by database function 

The Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol bytes and operations analytics category includes analytics 

» Broken down by client 

» Broken down by file name 

» Broken down by database name 

» Broken down by database file type 

» Broken down by database function 

» Broken down by share 

» Broken down by project 
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» Broken down by latency (Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol operations only) 

» Broken down by size (Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol operations only) 

» Broken down by offset (Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol operations only) 

This database granularity is not available for standard Direct NFS Client databases. Standard Direct NFS Client 

databases mostly rely on monitoring the NFSv3 bytes and operations analytics, which include analytics  

» Broken down by type of operation 

» Broken down by client 

» Broken down by file name 

» Broken down by project 

» Broken down by latency (NFSv3 operations only) 

» Broken down by size (NFSv3 operations only) 

» Broken down by offset (NFSv3 operations only) 

These same categories are also available to Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol–implemented databases, but would 

monitor NFSv4 instead of NFSv3. 

Conclusion 

The systems in the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance family provide a powerful storage solution encompassing many 

environments. They are particularly well suited for Oracle Database data storage and service. They include many 

Oracle-specific integrations, such as Direct NFS Client, Oracle Intelligent Storage Protocol, Hybrid Columnar 

Compression, and Oracle Snap Management Utility for Oracle Database. When properly tuned for the desired 

database workload, these systems provide impressive performance, flexibility, and value. 
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Appendix A—Configuring IPMP Groups 

Configuring IPMP groups on an Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance system comprises three steps: 1) configuring 

datalinks, 2) configuring the interfaces, and 3) configuring the IPMP group itself. The general steps are the same 

whether 10 GbE, 40 GbE, or IB datalinks are configured. There is a slight variance between the configuration of IB 

versus 10 GbE or 40 GbE datalinks. The following sections provide details for creating the IPMP groups. 

Configuring Datalinks—10 GbE and 40 GbE 

Before the IPMP network group can be created, each network port needs to be configured as an available datalink. 

Use the following procedure to configure each network port. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-storage/sun-unified-storage/documentation/networking-bestprac-zfssa-2215767.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/nas/resources/zfs-sa-businessvaluewp-final-1845658.pdf
https://community.oracle.com/docs/DOC-1009538
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/database-technologies/hybrid-col-compression/overview/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/options/compression/index-095686.html
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/nas/oracle-isp-ds-final-2139042.pdf
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-storage/storage/nas/ds-nas-storage-zs5-3158594.pdf
https://www.oracle.com/storage/nas/snap/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/manageability/index.html
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1. From one storage controller node, create the datalink by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> Network -> 

+(Datalinks) and completing the Network Datalink dialog box as follows: 

a. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 

b. Select Custom and verify that Max Transmission Unit (MTU) is “9000” bytes. 

c. Select the applicable option corresponding with the datalink device. 

An example dialog box is provided in Figure A-1. 

 

 

Figure A-1. Network Datalink dialog box 

2. Click APPLY to finish. 

3. Repeat this for each network port. 

 

Configuring Datalinks—InfiniBand 

IB datalinks have different parameters and require the selection of an IB partition. Use the following procedure to 

configure InfiniBand datalinks. 

1. From one storage controller node, create the datalink by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> Network -> 

+(Datalinks) and completing the Network Datalink dialog box as follows: 

a. Select IB Partition. 

b. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 

c. Enter the desired partition key in the Partition Key field. Typically, the value is “ffff” (all 

lowercase). The partition key must be configured appropriately across all hosts, switches, and 

storage that will communicate with each other. Contact the system administrator regarding the 

appropriate partition key. 

d. Verify that Link Mode is “Connected Mode.” 

e. Select the option corresponding with the correct IB device. 

An example dialog box is provided in Figure A-2. 
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Figure A-2. Network Datalink dialog box 

2. Click APPLY to finish. 

3. Repeat this for each IB port.  

 

Configuring Interfaces 

An interface must be created for each datalink in order to be accessible to an IPMP port group. This is done for 10 

GbE, 40 GbE, and IB datalinks. Use the following procedure to configure interfaces for the datalinks. 

1. From one storage controller node, create the interface by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> Network -> 

+(Interfaces) and completing the Network Interface dialog box as follows: 

a. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 

b. Verify that the Enable Interface checkbox is selected. 

c. Verify that the Use IPv4 Protocol checkbox is selected. 

d. Select “Static Address List” from the Configure with list. 

e. Enter “0.0.0.0/8” in the Address/Mask field. 

f. Select the option corresponding with the target datalink. 

An example dialog box is provided in Figure A-3. 
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Figure A-3. Network Interface dialog box 

2. Click APPLY to finish. 

3. Perform these steps for each of the target datalinks. 

 

Configuring IPMP Groups 

The next step is to create the IPMP groups and assign the IP addresses. The best practice is to put only two active 

interfaces into an IPMP group and, similarly, assign two IP addresses for the group (one-address-per-port principle). 

The two interfaces selected for the IPMP group should be located on two separate physical HBAs. For example, 

ixgbe8 and ixgbe9 are ports on the 10 GbE HBA in storage controller slot 5, and ixgbe10 and ixgbe11 are 

ports on the 10 GbE HBA in storage controller slot 6. The IPMP group should include one port from the slot 5 HBA 

and one port from the slot 6 HBA. This ensures that operations will continue if one of the two 10 GbE HBAs fails.  

Use the following procedure to add an IPMP group by creating another interface. 

1. From one storage controller node, create the interface by navigating to BUI -> Configuration -> Network -> 

+(Interfaces) and completing the Network Interface dialog box as follows: 

a. Enter a meaningful name in the Name field. 

b. Verify that the Enable Interface checkbox is selected. 

c. Verify that the Use IPv4 Protocol checkbox is selected. 

d. Select “Static Address List” from the Configure with list. 

e. Click the plus sign (+) next to the Address/Mask field to open a second address field. 

f. Enter the desired IP addresses and respective subnet masks in the two Address/Mask fields. 

g. Select the IP Multipathing Group checkbox. 
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h. Select the checkboxes corresponding with the two target interfaces, and verify that their status 

list displays “Active.” 

An example dialog box is provided in Figure A-4. 

 

 

 

Figure A-4. IPMP Group Definition Dialog Box 

2. Click APPLY to finish. 

3. Create a second IPMP group with the remaining interfaces. 

 

The second IPMP group can be created from the BUI of same storage controller. If it is, the IPMP group 

ownership needs to be assigned to the second storage controller through the BUI -> Configuration -> 

Cluster screen. Otherwise, the IPMP group can be created from the second storage controller’s BUI, which 

automatically assigns ownership of the group to the second storage node.  
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